Implementing a new drug record system: a qualitative study of difficulties perceived by physicians and nurses

S E Andersen

**Objectives:** To identify organisational difficulties faced by physicians and nurses when using drug prescribing sheets for recording both drug prescriptions and drug administration.

**Design:** Qualitative interview study.

**Setting:** Two general internal medicine wards.

**Participants:** Seven physicians and eight nurses.

**Main outcome measures:** Difficulties explicitly identified by the participants during the interviews.

**Results:** The implementation of procedures conflicted with existing structure, culture, and routines. Insufficient competence within the system to use the drug prescribing sheets created resistance and made people down the line create their own interpretations and solutions to the problems they faced. A total of nine problems were identified: (1) insufficient knowledge and uncertainty about procedures, (2) ignorance of sources of error, (3) unclear responsibilities, (4) low community spirit, (5) insufficient communication, (6) clinician autonomy and low acceptance of change, (7) strong professional identity, (8) low priority task, and (9) logistical problems.

**Conclusions:** Unawareness of procedures, insufficient dissemination of knowledge, and insufficient cooperation and scepticism among those who put drug handling into practice is likely to have an impact on the quality of health care. The identification of these obstacles may help managers to improve the quality of the drug handling process on internal medicine wards and make it possible to select a framework for changing the clinical behaviour of doctors and nurses.

Danish clinicians traditionally dictate drug orders or write drug prescriptions in rough. Nurses then copy information about drugs either from rough drafts or from progress notes, typed and organised by secretaries, to nursing records or medicine lists which are used for drug administration. As copying is difficult, medicine lists are likely to differ from medical records. In agreement with previous studies, we have shown that errors in copying affects more than half of inpatients. Eroneous copying and other defects in systems to make drug and patient information accessible at the time it is needed may cause adverse drug events.

Changing the organisation and the systems by which drugs are ordered and administered may reduce the number of drug related accidents. To reduce the complexity of the drug prescribing process in hospitals and facilitate data retrieval, new drug prescribing sheets have been designed. Drug prescribing sheets are single documents which are used by physicians to write medication orders by hand, and by nursing staff to determine the dose and to record their administration. They are preprinted with spaces for the drug name, dose etc, and for each administration to be signed for, and can be used without transcription. Drug prescribing sheets have been used in some countries for more than 30 years. Studies have shown that the implementation of drug prescribing sheets in the clinical setting may improve the quality of health care, mainly by reducing the number of errors in drug administration.

Achieving quality improvement by the adoption of drug prescribing sheets relies on effective implementation of the new system. Studies on the implementation of guidelines have indicated that no single implementation strategy is superior to achieve changes in behaviour. There are numerous approaches, all of which may be more or less effective depending on the changes sought, the target group, and the barriers found. The adoption of drug prescribing sheets forces physicians and nurses to develop interdisciplinary collaboration by modifying established routines and workflow patterns. However, changing drug prescribing procedures is likely to create dissatisfaction among staff since freedom to order medications and freedom to set volume of work and scheduled priorities is related to perceived clinical freedom and physician satisfaction. Identification of the difficulties and obstacles in changing drug prescribing procedures is crucial for its successful implementation because it may help managers to become aware of professional concerns and select an ideal framework for improving the clinical behaviour of staff.

This qualitative study aimed to identify the difficulties faced by physicians and nurses when using drug prescribing sheets.

**METHODS**

**Setting**
The study was conducted on two general internal medicine wards of 56 and 74 beds located in general hospitals serving populations of 150 000 and 130 000, respectively. On 1 October 1998 and 1 June 1999 two different drug prescribing sheets were taken into general use on the study wards. The drug prescribing sheets differed in size, but both were slightly modified versions of the same master chart and were used according to similar principles. Representatives of the medical and nursing staff were included in the entire development and implementation process. The wards had similar ward based medication supply systems: all drugs frequently used were stocked in the wards but some drugs for infusion or injection were dispensed for individual patients. Nurses made drug administration rounds 4–6 times daily. In neither the old nor the new system were pharmacy technicians or clinical pharmacists attached to the wards.

**Participants**
During February and March 2000 in depth interviews with seven physicians and eight nurses were conducted in the two
hospitals 8 and 16 months, respectively, after the introduction of drug prescribing sheets. A chain sample approach was used for locating key informants who had gained experience with the drug prescribing sheets. Demographic characteristics and occupation guided the sampling. The aim of the sampling was to include participants with a wide range of practical experience. Thus, managing medical or nursing staff who had little or no practical experience with the new system were not eligible. Anonymity of the interviewees was guaranteed.

Interviews
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with informants at different levels of seniority. The interview schedule set out in box 1 was developed following discussions with interdisciplinary staff and two pilot interviews and consisted of questions addressing all four elements of Leavitt’s system model: technology, structure, tasks, and personnel. Inquiries were made flexibly to allow each participant to contribute according to their role and experience. Where required, confirmatory questions were interposed to enhance communicative validity. No further interviews were conducted when no new themes occurred. Each interview lasted 25–85 minutes and was entered as a sound file directly into a laptop computer during the interview. After each session a written summary of the author’s interpretation was sent to the informants asking them to comment on the findings.

Data analysis
Data were analysed according to Giorgi’s phenomenological approach with Malterud’s modifications in four stages: (1) obtaining an overall impression by repeated listening to sound files and review of written summaries; (2) identifying units of meaning representing different aspects of the interviewees’ experiences and coding for these; (3) condensing and abstracting the meaning within each of the coded groups; and (4) summarising the content of each coded group to gain descriptions. The code-and-retrieve software package K2 version 2.0 (CVS Information System) was used, allowing codes to be attached directly to the sound files. Coded groups were subsequently transcribed. The findings were repeatedly compared with the original sound files and written summaries. When possible the information was validated by comparing the perspectives of physicians and nurses. For comparison, information on the introduction and training policies was subsequently collected from the wards studied. Moreover, information was collected from working parties on the drug prescribing sheet and compared during the analysis process. To verify alternative or erroneous use a sample of drug prescribing sheets was reviewed.

Data from this study will be provided to local hospital managers, ward managers and senior lecturers in clinical pharmacology to support decisions about implementing drug prescribing sheets.

RESULTS
All staff who agreed to participate in the study gave consent except for one staff specialist. The interviewees are shown in table 1 and the hierarchical system of Danish medical staff is given in the legend.

The interviewees described various issues but the dominant theme was drug prescription procedures. The analysis focused only on difficulties relating to the drug prescribing sheet which was explicitly identified by the participants during the interviews. A total of nine difficulties were identified (box 2).

Lack of knowledge and competence
Learning by doing
Uncertainty about how to use the drug prescribing sheet was an important difficulty. Several nurses reported that the physicians filled in prescriptions inconsistently and erroneously. Four physicians supported this opinion. The physicians had been trained differently: two had not been trained, two had been offered a training programme, and the remainder had briefly been introduced to the new procedures. All had felt prompted to take steps on own initiative to improve practice. One physician said:

“I have made some home made solutions to the drug sheet problems I have faced. At any rate, I find them reasonable” (Senior house officer)

Examples of home made solutions included various ways of recording drug doses and schedules, reducing doses, stopping treatments, and entering reasons for prescribed treatments in the medical records. Two nurses expressed the opinion that insufficient knowledge of pharmacology and drug recommendations by some of the physicians contributed to errors. The nurses preferred mutual training and were surprised that physicians did not train each other. Several nurses had been involved in the physicians’ training and felt it was paradoxical because they saw drug prescription solely as the task of physicians. They suggested that a training programme should be included in the introduction of physicians to the ward.

Ignorance of sources of error
The participants felt that some of the physicians seemed to ignore sources of drug error and they gave examples of erroneous procedures that could possibly hamper drug safety—for example, some physicians recorded prescriptions in the margin of completed sheets instead of starting on a new sheet. To minimise the workload one physician had suggested cutting out sections of completed sheets and pasting them onto new sheets with adhesive tape. He said that the ward managers were considering his suggestion. Two physicians
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Conflicts with existing organisational structure and culture

Unclear responsibilities

Discussions between physicians and nurses occurred frequently concerning uncertainty as to the responsibility for completing the drug prescribing sheets. Nurses from both wards described this as a significant problem. Although some of the participants regarded collaboration as frictionless, both physicians and nurses felt demotivated by these discussions. One nurse said:

“If we could collaborate, I think the technical problems would be of no particular importance.” (Nurse (2))

The nurses expressed the view that they were particularly inconvenienced by erroneous prescribing because they were dependent on complete drug lists to administer drugs safely. They felt prompted to check up on the physicians and almost daily each nurse had to call a physician to resolve drug problems, causing delays or postponement of nurses’ tasks. These checks usually led to a correction of the errors pointed out but produced no general impact on the prescribing behaviour of physicians.

Low community spirit

A low level of community spirit among physicians was an obstacle to standardisation of prescribing procedures. The physicians generally worked individually; they were cautious in discussing the quality of care given by colleagues and preferred to correct errors without telling their colleagues. They withheld justified critique if a colleague seemed overburdened. A junior physician expressed the opinion that physicians were more concerned about personal careers than issues of cooperation. In one of the wards rivalry and competition within the physician group was pronounced:

“Community spirit is high only when we are opposing other staff groups, otherwise we are rivals.” (Staff specialist (7))

A staff specialist said that a feeling of community spirit presupposed years of cooperation. Although senior physicians communicated with junior doctors, awareness of the hierarchical structure had an important effect on the junior doctors and they usually restricted their contact with senior team members:

“If I’m going to ask a superior physician the question has to be very relevant. It is relevant, of course, that prescriptions are illegible, but it is somehow on another level.” (Senior house officer (5))

Unlike physicians, nurses reported a high degree of community spirit and considerable uniformity in their attitude towards the prescribing sheets.

Insufficient communication

The participants felt that insufficient communication impeded the sharing of experiences and prevented harmonisation of the new procedures. The ward conference was considered the formal forum for debate of administrative and patient related subjects. However, both physicians and nurses preferred trading opinions about the drug prescribing sheets informally. Three physicians remembered that problems about drug sheets had been mentioned on the ward conference but the discussion had been brushed aside by “wisecracks”. There was an implicit threshold determined by ideas of importance which was more evident if topics were discussed on a regular basis:

“The general idea is that we are above moaning about the drug sheets.” (Senior house officer (3))

had resumed the habit of recording drug orders twice. When asked to explain, one gave safety reasons while the other said:

“Writing the same thing in two places presumably satisfies the requirements.” (Staff specialist (4))

In the new system secretaries do not type out prescriptions. Both physicians and nurses reported that illegible prescriptions had become a widespread problem. The physicians explained illegibility and inconsistency by poor hand writing. Illegibility and bad writing had become a widespread problem. The physicians explained illegibility and inconsistency by poor hand writing. Illegibility and bad writing had become a widespread problem. The physicians explained illegibility and consistency by poor hand writing. Illegibility and bad writing had become a widespread problem. The physicians explained illegibility and consistency by poor hand writing. How did nurses respond to illegible drug prescribing sheets?

A nurse said:

“...and when we are opposing other staff groups, otherwise we are rivals.” (Staff specialist (7))

A staff specialist said that a feeling of community spirit presupposed years of cooperation. Although senior physicians communicated with junior doctors, awareness of the hierarchical structure had an important effect on the junior doctors and they usually restricted their contact with senior team members:

“If I’m going to ask a superior physician the question has to be very relevant. It is relevant, of course, that prescriptions are illegible, but it is somehow on another level.” (Senior house officer (5))

Unlike physicians, nurses reported a high degree of community spirit and considerable uniformity in their attitude towards the prescribing sheets.

Insufficient communication

The participants felt that insufficient communication impeded the sharing of experiences and prevented harmonisation of the new procedures. The ward conference was considered the formal forum for debate of administrative and patient related subjects. However, both physicians and nurses preferred trading opinions about the drug prescribing sheets informally. Three physicians remembered that problems about drug sheets had been mentioned on the ward conference but the discussion had been brushed aside by “wisecracks”. There was an implicit threshold determined by ideas of importance which was more evident if topics were discussed on a regular basis:

“The general idea is that we are above moaning about the drug sheets.” (Senior house officer (3))

| Ward 1 | Nurse (1) | F | 25 | 1.5 years | 1 year | 8 |
| Nurse (2) | F | 26 | 2.5 years | 1.5 years | 8 |
| Nurse (3) | F | 28 | 3 years | 3 years | 8 |
| Nurse (4) | F | 47 | 25 years | 8 years | 8 |
| Nurse (5) | M | 26 | 2 years | 1.5 years | 9 |
| Specialist registrar (1) | F | 42 | 6 years | 1 year | 8 |
| Staff specialist (2) | M | 42 | 1.4 years | 3 years | 8 |
| House officer (6) | F | 28 | 9 months | 5 months | 5 |
| Staff specialist (7) | F | 42 | 16 years | 11 years | 9 |
| Ward 2 | Nurse (4) | F | 33 | 3 years | 3.5 years | 22 |
| Nurse (5) | F | 38 | 11 years | 5 years | 22 |
| Charge nurse (7) | F | 45 | 23 years | 13 years | 17 |
| Senior house officer (3) | M | 31 | 2.5 years | 5 months | 5 |
| Staff specialist (4) | M | 44 | 17 years | 9 months | 9 |
| Senior house officer (5) | M | 33 | 6 years | 8 months | 8 |

The hierarchical system of Danish internists: junior doctors = house officer (18 months), senior house officer (24 months), senior doctors = specialist registrar (42 months), staff specialist, associate specialist, consultant, and head of department.
Only if the topic of discussion was of very high significance were written messages on conference decisions distributed to non-participating colleagues.

Clinician autonomy and low acceptance of change
Several participants reported a high degree of clinician autonomy and a low acceptance of change. They expected to be included in decision making processes and perceived that they had not been involved in the adoption of the drug prescribing sheet. Two physicians felt that physicians were generally not involved because the permanent staff of nurses, secretaries, and hospital porters was having a greater say. Some of the participants expressed the view that the implementation process was of low management priority because the modification proposals were generally not accepted. Several felt increasingly overburdened by the workload created by their managers for administrative reasons and saw the drug prescribing sheet as an example of bureaucratisation. One registrar said:

“Therapy is snowed under with administration. It is a clothes-peg factory.” (Specialist registrar (1))

The participants considered whether illegibility was an expression of dissatisfaction with changes:

“I haven’t a clue, but one would think that people write illegibly because they are annoyed with the sheets” (Staff specialist (2))

Three physicians had noticed that newly hired colleagues seemed to have a high degree of acceptance of new procedures, and they predicted that resistance would subside as a result of staff turnover. One male nurse disagreed and argued that, by providing insufficient training, the permanent staff signal to new members that drug prescribing sheets are of low priority.

Strong professional identity
Both nurses and physicians had distinct perceptions of their professional roles and the tasks they were expected to undertake. They all expressed clear positions on division of labour between nurses and physicians. Some of the nurses did not regard drug dispensing and administration as their task by right. Some regarded it as very important. One physician said:

“We either swing the knife or use the Dictaphone.” (Senior house officer (3))

Conflicts with existing routines
Low priority task
The physicians on call often had to prioritise urgent clinical assignments. They possessed diverse views on nurses’ requests to clear up ambiguous drug prescriptions: some regarded these requests as unnecessary and annoying interruptions while others considered them as convenient precautions. One nurse described how she encountered this in daily clinical practice:

“Some of the physicians might as well be looking out the window when they sign for the prescriptions.” (Charge nurse (7))

Some of the participants felt that physicians generally gave priority to research and downgraded clinical work. Several physicians argued that the patients would benefit more if physicians spent time on professional specialisation instead of completing drug prescribing sheets:

“What is the big idea of writing dates on drug sheets? Isn’t it more important to improve your skills in ECG?” (Senior house officer (3))

Some of the nurses considered drug administration as dull routine work while others regarded it as very important. One male nurse felt that at times nurses were prompted to exceed their powers by administering medications which the physicians had not signed for:

“These situations will emerge on acute wards. It must not become an obstacle to the work with the other patients. You must get along.” (Nurse (8))

The participants said that the patient was the theoretical pivotal point for all staff activity. They agreed that errors of drug treatment were undesirable but there were diverse views on pursuing this aim by introducing new drug prescribing procedures.

Logistical problems
In a few situations drug prescribing sheets were not accessible to the physicians—for example, patients being sent to the outpatient clinic without their drug chart. The consultants therefore had to make assumptions about the patients’ medication and to give conditional advice. On each ward section nursing staff stored the drug chart folder in different places and most physicians had had a problem in finding the drug prescribing sheets. When sent for, they had spent minutes looking for the folders. To some physicians these were minor problems while, to others, these logistical problems contributed to the general view of a malfunctioning drug prescribing system.

DISCUSSION
This study has shown that the use of drug prescribing sheets on two medical wards met with resistance. Nine different problems were identified at the individual, group, and organisational level 8–16 months after the sheets were first used. Incompetence in using the drug prescribing sheet created resistance and forced physicians and nurses to make their own interpretations and to create solutions to the problems they faced. In addition, the new procedures conflicted with elements of existing structure, culture, and routines. Within the new system nurses have taken on the responsibility for storing the drug chart folders. Secretaries still organise the progress notes but they no longer interpret and type badly recorded drug prescriptions, which might explain why nurses like poor handwriting, unclear prescribing, and logistical problems seem to be more of a problem with the new system.

The drug prescribing sheet is not to be regarded only as a tool but, in a broader sense, as an endogenous organisational entity created and controlled through the interaction of staff, process, and artefact. Freedom to order and change medications, freedom to adopt new treatment procedures, and freedom to set volume of work and scheduled priorities have been related to physicians’ perceived clinical autonomy and physician satisfaction.2–6 By forcing staff to modify procedures of prescribing, adoption of the drug prescribing sheets may have generated general dissatisfaction and created resistance.

Conflicts between physicians and nurses about drug prescribing sheets have been reported previously.21 The nurses and physicians appeared to have different positions within the department organisation, representing two different subcultures. Organisational culture includes established routines, norms, and prevailing attitudes and values.31 A study on the professional cultures in Danish hospital departments has previously revealed differences between physicians and nurses with the potential for conflict.32 Although it was beyond the scope of the present study to perform a complete cultural analysis, the findings support this study of physician and
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nurse cultures. The explanation for many of the problems identified includes the possibility that physicians and nurses differ in their acceptance of routine tasks. The nurses were characterised by collectivism while the physicians were more competitive and individualistic and orientated towards technology and science. A surprising finding was the contrast between these values and the espoused value: the patient is the pivotal point for our activities. The managerial challenge is to promote collaboration by balancing these cultural differences.

This study shows that lack of awareness of procedures, insufficient dissemination of knowledge, and collegial difficulty and scepticism among those who put drug handling into practice is likely to have a prolonged impact on service quality. According to Mintzberg the structure of hospital wards is characterised by low flexibility and marked professional autonomy. Temporary resistance to change is to be expected, but the experiences and beliefs of health professionals may cause strong and more persistent resistance to occur. Thus, change in professional behaviour seems to depend on cultural changes including changes in attitude towards improving skills. The solutions to the identified problems may be divided into two distinct but overlapping groups: (1) issues for ward managers such as providing sufficient training, establishing clear roles and responsibilities, and solving logistical problems, and (2) involvement of staff in developing teamwork and providing an understanding of the comprehensive drug process including sources of error. Meeting the expectation of involvement among staff appears to be crucial, but the departments must be in control of the process and maintain the momentum for change throughout the entire process. One of the challenges is to reward behaviour that supports the change and to weaken the restraining forces.

The choice of in-depth interviews rather than a cross-sectional survey may be justified by the detailed data collected. Interviews are more appropriate than quantitative methods when the aim is to study the complex phenomena of organisational and interpersonal issues. Information which cannot be reached by other research methods on concealed and taboo subjects within an organisation may be unveiled by interview. The method is flexible and allows the investigator to follow up the individual way in which respondents interpret and answer. Categories are developed to reflect as many of the nuances in the data as possible. By an iterative comparison of each item with the rest of the data, complexity can be embraced. These benefits need to be balanced against the limitations associated with the small number of participants. The method produces an increased understanding of a small number of people but reduces external validity and generalisability. To increase study validity participants were recruited from two different settings by a guided sampling approach. Throughout the entire study steps were taken to increase validity, including the use of a confirmatory interview technique and an explicit analysis approach, informant confirmation, and triangulation. However, the disadvantage of a single researcher conducting the interviews and analysing the data still needs to be considered.

The aim of this study was to identify difficulties faced by physicians and nurses as they use drug prescribing sheets. Although the problems identified were related to a specific task, they may be obstacles of a more universal nature—for example, similar problems have recently been reported as obstacles to the postgraduate training of Danish physicians, including problems related to the organisation of work, non-systematic and insufficient introduction of new staff, low group cohesiveness, and low exchange of experiences. To overcome resistance and provide quality development these obstacles must be taken into account and solved. This study suggests that more profound cultural and structural problems are crucial to the implementation of the new drug record system. However, only a few of the identified problems appear to have a straightforward solution. For example, problems regarding job identity should, to some extent, be solved outside the clinical setting because cultural values are gradually acquired during the course of medical training. A stepwise approach, combining interventions that focus on social interaction and organisational adaptation, appears more appropriate to improve the quality of systems by which drugs are ordered and administered than training alone. As a result of the present study we have changed our implementation strategy for the new system which now includes specific training, enhanced leadership, use of local opinion leaders, formation of local networks, and iterative audit and feedback.
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Key messages

- There is an increasing awareness and concern over medication errors.
- Implementation of a single drug prescribing sheet, used by physicians to write all medication orders and by nurses during dispensing and administration of medications, may improve the quality of health care primarily by reducing the number of drug prescribing errors.
- Physicians and nurses differed in their degree of acceptance of the new system, and difficulties relating to culture and structure were crucial to its implementation.
- More fundamental interventions than training in the use of the new system are required to achieve the intended changes in the procedures of drug prescription and administration.
- Adoption of drug prescribing sheets forces staff to develop interdisciplinary collaboration.
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